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HOT TOPICS
• Social and Mobile CRM
• Single View of the Customer
• “Big Data” and Customer Analytics
• Differentiated Customer Experiences
• The Future of CRM

EARLY-BIRD SAVINGS Register by 5 April 2013 and save €300

Understand. Engage. Deliver: Earning
TABLE OF
CONTENTS

The ways in which customers wish to engage with an organization are evolving.
New channels, elevated expectations and a shift in power are forcing organizations
to rethink how they manage customer relationships. Organizations must work hard
to understand their customers via a single holistic view, stimulate engagement
through appropriate communications and continually deliver rewarding and
differentiated experiences. Sounds simple in theory, but the reality is complex and
many organizations struggle to:
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• Develop CRM initiatives that pay equal attention to vision, strategy, customer
experience, organizational collaboration, processes, information, metrics and
technology.
• Obtain a single-view of the customer that encompasses all aspects of their
relationships from a bewildering multitude of data sources.

• Evaluate and select the right providers for their unique business requirements.
The Gartner Customer Strategies & Technologies Summit will provide both
IT and Business professionals with the insight and inspiration they need to address
these challenges and more. With specific tracks for those interested in Sales,
Marketing, Customer Service and Customer Experience as well as one dedicated to
those who are new to the world of CRM, the summit will help attendees to shape a
leading-edge vision and strategy for CRM across their organizations that will earn
customers for life.

Jim Davies
Conference Chair,
Gartner
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Program Director,
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With dedicated tracks
focusing on Sales,
Marketing, Customer
Service and Customer
Experience, this
is Europe’s most
important gathering
of business and IT
professionals who are
involved in customer
focused initiatives.

Customers for Life
Attending for the ﬁrst time?
• Learn how to establish a vision and strategy for CRM, what to do first and how to
deliver value to your organization.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
This event is designed for:

• Understand how to manage the inevitable organizational and cultural changes that will
come as you develop new ways for managing your customers.

• Chief Customer Ofﬁcers

• Focus on how new digital channels such as social and mobile can be integrated as part
of a multichannel approach.

• CIOs, Technology Strategists,
IT Managers

• Discover how the complex market for CRM applications will evolve. Meet with some of
the leading providers.

• Heads of Customer
Experience

• Improve your business processes, customer experience and customer insight.
• Obtain best practices for achieving a true “single view of the customer” and learn how
“big data” is dramatically inﬂuencing organizational strategy.
• Network with Gartner analysts, your peers and guest speakers to exchange ideas and
best practices.

Why Return?
The world of business and technology never stays still. And neither does this event.
This year’s Summit will enable experienced CRM practitioners to:
• Discover brand new Gartner Research never presented before on topics including:
the impact of big data on sales, marketing and customer service; how social, mobile and
video are revolutionizing customer processes; best practices for improving the customer
experience, and CRM mega-vendor analysis and negotiation best practices.
• Get deep insight into the future of CRM and how organizations will have to adapt to
this future.
• Explore disruptive trends such as social, mobile and cloud that will reshape the way
organizations manage customer relationships.

• Heads of Customer Strategy
• Heads of Customer
Intelligence
• Chief Marketing Ofﬁcers,
VPs of Marketing, Marketing
Managers
• VPs of Sales, Sales Managers
• VPs of Customer Service
• Customer Service Managers
• Contact Center Managers
• CRM Project Managers
• Business Analysts

• Understand the deep impact of “Big Data” and learn how advances in analytics will
reward fast adopters by helping them to be smarter about how they use their data.
• Delve into the non-technological aspects of CRM, the people and process issues that
often cause CRM projects to stumble.

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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TRACKS
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CRM Foundations
In order to understand, engage, and deliver to customers, an organization
needs to have both a plan, and the pieces in place to bring it all together.
In this track we look at the pieces that are necessary for all types of
organization, including developing a strategy, understanding the role of data
and analytics, the inﬂuence of social and mobile, and the impact CRM has on
an organization and its employees.

Sales
The sales organization’s objective is to exceed revenue targets. Leading sales
organizations combine people, process and technology to optimize sales
performance and stay ahead of the competition. Recently, the external forces
of mobile, social, cloud and big data all have all emerged as key technology
enablers for sales leaders. This track takes a close look at how these external
forces, along with a clear focus on improving the skill set and competency
of the sales force, is changing management’s approach to sales enablement
and boosting performance.

Marketing
Marketing drives innovation and competitive differentiation through improved
customer engagement. As organizations exploit social and mobile in more
pragmatic ways, interest becomes renewed in event-triggered and inbound
marketing techniques that leverage big data. This track focuses on how
CMOs and marketing executives can balance innovation while adopting an
integrated approach to marketing that will be key to success.

Customer Service
The goal of customer service is in transition. The quality of customer service
delivery directly impacts brand and profitability, as well as holding the potential
to contribute to sales and marketing efforts. This track will examine how
organizations can transform customer service into a strategic business asset
at a time when interaction channels are splintering. We will explore the next
generation of the customer service contact center and highlight the role of
social media, analytics, and mobile devices.

Workshops, Contract
Negotiation Clinics, and
Roundtable Sessions
In this track, delegates will
contribute to a series of practical
and interactive workshops, clinics
and roundtable sessions, sharing
best practices and networking with
peers, Gartner analysts and winners
of the Gartner and 1to1 Media CRM
Excellence Awards.

THE GARTNER
AND 1to1 MEDIA
CRM EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2013
The Gartner and 1to1 Media CRM
Excellence Awards highlights
world-class customer strategy and
CRM initiatives and shares their
successes, challenges and insights.
Join us on the opening morning of
the event to recognise the winners
and attend a series of roundtables
with those winners to understand
how they have achieved excellence
and to hear their best practices.
Awards will be presented in six
categories:
• Customer Experience Excellence
• Customer Service Optimization
• Integrated Marketing Performance

Customer Experience
It is difficult to achieve an elevated and consistent experience across all
communication channels. Social, mobile and even video are complicating how
customers engage with each other and the organization. Once aligned however,
this effort can provide competitive differentiation that is hard to replicate. Acting
upon the voice of the customer, self-service and the digital user experience
are key to success. This track helps delegates plan for, build and improve the
customer experience, with the goal of creating lifelong customer relationships.

Virtual Tracks: Mobile, Social, Data, Analytics
and more
This year’s Summit tackles the major topics that are “top of mind”
for CRM professionals. Each of the above tracks will address the
same broad topic areas — Analytics, Data, Mobile, People and
Processes, Social, Strategy and Innovation and Web. In addition,
each track will also include a case study. This matrix structure
will allow delegates to either follow a role-based or topic-based
agenda through the course of the event.

• Sales Force Effectiveness
• Social and Mobile Engagement
• Customer Analytics

Foundations Sales

Marketing Customer
Service

Customer
Experience

Mobile

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓
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Data

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Workshop

✓

✓
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✓

✓
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MEET THE ANALYSTS
Gartner analysts draw on the real-life challenges and solutions experienced by clients from
12,400 distinct organizations worldwide.
Gene Alvarez
Research VP

E-commerce; Social Commerce; Mobile
Commerce; CRM Strategy and Vision; Configure,
Price and Quote

Jim Davies
Research Director

Voice of the Customer; Enterprise Feedback
Management; Contact Center Workforce
Optimization; Customer Experience Management;
Customer Service Contact Center

Johan Jacobs
Research Director

Web Self Service; Web Customer Service;
Collaborative Browsing; eMail Response
Management; Virtual Assistants; Knowledge Base
for Self Service; WCS/eService Vendors; MultiChannel Contact Center; Customer Interaction Hub

Scott Nelson
Managing VP

CRM Strategy; CRM Visioning; Social Media
Strategy and CRM; CRM and Broader Application
Strategy

Praveen Sengar
Principal Research Analyst

Configure Price and Quote; E-commerce B2B and
B2C; Mobile and Social Commerce; E-commerce
on Cloud; CRM Deployment in Asia Pacific

Alexa Bona
VP, Distinguished Analyst

Trends in Software Licensing, Pricing and
Maintenance impacting CRM Costs; SaaS and
Cloud Contracting for CRM; Negotiating with
Salesforce.com, Microsoft, Oracle and SAP

Gareth Herschel
Research Director

Customer Segmentation; Predictive Analytics; Text
Mining; Real-Time Recommendations; 360 Degree
View of Customer; CRM Metrics and Performance
Management

Nick Jones
VP, Distinguished Analyst

Mobile/wireless Technology; Platform and Device
Trends; Mobile Application Development; Mobile
Strategy (both employee-facing and consumerfacing)

Bill O’Kane
Research Director

Master Data Management; Customer Data
Integration; Single View of the Customer;
Information Governance

Patrick Stakenas
Research Director

Sales Performance Management; Incentive
Compensation; Sales Process; Sales Analytics;
Sales Effectiveness; Mobile Sales

Kim Collins
Research VP, CRM

Integrated Marketing Management; Marketing
Resource Management; Marketing Performance
Management

Partha Iyengar
VP, Distinguished Analyst

Customer Experience Approaches; CIO Roles in
Customer Experience; Customer Experience in a
Globalized World

Michael Maoz
VP, Distinguished Analyst

Customer Service Strategies; Customer Service
CRM Multi-Channel Applications; SaaS/On
Demand CRM Applications; Social Networking;
CRM Strategies; eCustomer and Mobile CRM

Adam Sarner
Research Director

Marketing Automation: Includes Multi-Channel
Campaign Management, Marketing Resource
Management, Enterprise Marketing Management,
Loyalty Management, Lead Management,
E-Marketing, and Social CRM/Online Relationships

Jenny Sussin
Senior Research Analyst

Social for CRM; Social Media Strategies; Social
Networking; Peer-to-Peer Customer Communities

Ed Thompson
VP, Distinguished Analyst

Customer Experience Management; CRM Strategy
and Implementation; CRM Deployments in Europe;
CRM Vendors; Feedback Management

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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AGENDA AT A GLANCE

Agenda correct as of 8 February 2013

WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE

At the Summit, please refer to the agenda in the event guide provided, for the
most up to date session and location information

07:30 – 20:00

Registration, Information and Refreshments

08:00 – 08:45

Tutorial: 90 Seconds or Bust: Sponsor Snapshot

09:00 – 09:10

Summit Chair Welcome

09:10 – 10:15

Gartner Keynote: Understand, Engage, Deliver: Earning Customers for Life

10:15 – 11:00

Refreshment Break in the Solution Showcase

11:00 – 11:30

Panel Discussion

11:30 – 11:45

Presentation of the Gartner and 1to1 Media CRM Excellence Awards

11:45 – 12:45

Guest Keynote: Concrete Customer Connection in a Complex, Fast-Changing World

12:45 – 14:00

Lunch in the Solution Showcase

A

CRM
Foundations

Establishing a Vision and
Strategy
Scott Nelson

15:15 – 15:45

16:15 – 17:15

17:30 – 18:00

18:00 – 20:00

Jim Davies
Gene Alvarez, Jim Davies and Ed Thompson

Moderated by Jim Davies and Ed Thompson

14:00 – 15:00

15:45 – 16:15

Michael Maoz

B

Sales

Mobile, Social, Cloud,
and Big Data Power the
Future of Sales
Patrick Stakenas

C

Marketing

D

Professor Eddie Obeng, Author, Innovator, Educator

Customer
Service

Applying Pace Layers
to Integrated Marketing
Management
Kim Collins

The Next Generation of
Customer Engagement
Michael Maoz

Solution Provider
Solution Provider
Session
Session
Refreshment Break in the Solution Showcase

Solution Provider
Session

Solution Provider
Session

Embrace Organizational,
Cultural and
Technological Change
Scott Nelson

Contextual Marketing on
a 2" Screen
Adam Sarner

Move Over Web, Here
Comes Video Customer
Service
Johan Jacobs

To the Point: The Future
of Marketing is
Data-Driven
Kim Collins

To the Point: Is Mobile
Customer Service Right
For You?
Johan Jacobs

Multi-Channel Campaign
Management:
A Digital Transformation
Adam Sarner
End-User Case Study

Optimizing Marketing
Performance
Kim Collins

Sales Effectiveness
Analytics Helps Optimize
the Customer Facing
Selling Process
Praveen Sengar
To the Point: Customer
To the Point:
Analytics 2020:
Supercharging the
Moving Beyond
Sales Organization with
Traditional Metrics
Sales Performance
Gareth Herschel
Management
Patrick Stakenas
Networking Reception in the Solution Showcase

E

Customer
Experience

Interactive
Sessions

Customer Experience
is the Next Competitive
Frontier
Partha Iyengar and
Ed Thompson
Solution Provider
Session

14:00 – 15:45
Workshop: Contract
Negotiation Clinic:
Software as a Service
Moderated by
Alexa Bona

Best Practices for
Negotiating with
Microsoft, Oracle,
Salesforce.com and SAP
Alexa Bona
To the Point: Top
10 Mistakes in User
Experience (UX) Design
Projects
Gene Alvarez

16:15 – 18:00
Workshop: Assessing
the Customer
Experience Maturity of
Your Organization
Moderated by
Partha Iyengar

Getting it Done: Social
Customer Service in
Action
Jenny Sussin
End-User Case Study

Voice of the Customer:
Speech is the Voice of
the Heart
Jim Davies
End-User Case Study

08:30 – 10:15
Workshop: Catharsis,
Compromise and
Collaboration: Bridging
the Divide Between
Marketing and IT
Moderated by
Kim Collins

What’s the Big Deal with
Big Data for Customer
Service?
Gareth Herschel and
Michael Maoz
Solution Provider
Session

Why Do My Customers
Hate My App?
Nick Jones

11:00 – 12:30
Workshop: Why Are
Customers Not Using
Your Online Self
Services?
Moderated by
Johan Jacobs

Creating a Customer
Experience Centric
Organization and Skill
Set
Partha Iyengar
To the Point: Real Use
of Social to Improve the
Customer Experience
Jenny Sussin

THURSDAY 6 JUNE
08:00 – 16:15

Registration, Information and Refreshments

08:00 – 09:00

09:15 – 10:15

Turning Mobile
Innovation into Business
Value
Nick Jones
End-User Case Study

10:15 – 10:45

Refreshment Break in the Solution Showcase

10:45 – 11:45

The Clash of the CRM
Mega-Vendors
Ed Thompson

12:00 – 12:30

Solution Provider
Solution Provider
Session
Session
Lunch in the Solution Showcase

Solution Provider
Session

13:30 – 14:30

The Single View of the
Customer:
Fact or Fantasy?
Bill O’Kane

What’s Next for Social
Marketing?
Adam Sarner

Customer Service
Metrics:
What, Why and How
Gareth Herschel

14:45 – 15:15

To the Point: How
Different Could Your
Organization be in
2020?
Scott Nelson

To the Point: Web
Analytics:
Its Expanding Scope
and Significance
Gareth Herschel

To the Point: Optimizing
the Contact Center
Workforce: The Key
Service Experience
Inﬂuencers
Jim Davies

12:30 – 13:30

Move Lead Management
from Good to Great to
Maximize Revenue
Patrick Stakenas
End-User Case Study

Social for Sales Day Is
Coming
Jenny Sussin

A Vision for Ecommerce
— and the Trends That
Will Shape Your Strategy
Gene Alvarez

15:15 – 15:45

To the Point:
Empowering Sales
People With Mobile
Sales Applications
Anytime, Anywhere
Gene Alvarez
Refreshment Break in the Solution Showcase

15:45 – 16:30

Closing Guest Keynote

16:30 – 16:45

Closing Remarks

16:45
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Conference Close

Solution Provider
Session

13:30 – 15:00
Workshop: Impact of
Gamification on Sales
Moderated by
Patrick Stakenas

Jim Davies
Assigned categories for each session are included in the descriptions on the following pages
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KEYNOTES
Gartner Keynote: Understand, Engage, Deliver:
Earning Customers for Life
Empowered customers with elevated
expectations are stimulating new ways for
organizations to compete and build lasting
profitable relationships. Organizations
want to know how to capitalize on this shift and reduce the inherent growing
complexity whilst still leveraging past customer relationship management
investments. This keynote will discuss:
• How to build customer relationships that last and create value for the
customer and the organization
• How to use a growing supply of data to understand customers better
• How to better engage customers at the right time and with the right
messages.
• How to pull it all together to deliver great customer experiences that benefit
the customer and the organization.
Gene Alvarez, Jim Davies and Ed Thompson

Guest Keynote: Concrete Customer Connection in a Complex,
Fast-Changing World
In his keynote presentation, Professor Eddie Obeng will introduce
the challenge of developing and sustaining valuable customer
relationships in a complex, competitive and fast-changing world.
He will address three themes:
• Generating a deep understanding — from incidence to causality —
getting into the customer’s skin
• Creating relationships which are dynamic and interdependent
• Transforming your organization to deliver the opportunity
Using his world-famous “World After Midnight” model, Professor Obeng’s
passionate and humorous presentation will explain how to move from
possibilities to opportunities.
Professor Eddie Obeng, Author, Innovator, Educator

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430

AGENDA GUIDANCE
To help you navigate the summit
agenda, we’ve identified track sessions
that match your experience level and
information needs. Specific categories
include:

MATURITY LEVEL
Foundational: If you are at the
early stages of your initiative, or are
a newcomer to this space, these
sessions will give you the necessary
understanding and first steps.
Advanced: If you are an advanced
practitioner, these sessions are designed
to take your initiative, or understanding, to
the next level.

FOCUS
Tactical: Sessions providing tactical
information that can be used straight
away, with a focus on “how to”, dos
and don’ts, and best practices.
Strategic: Sessions focusing on
the strategic insight supporting the
development and implementation of
your action plan.

PERSPECTIVE
Business: Sessions geared toward
business leaders, or IT professionals
who need to understand the
challenges and opportunities from a
business, organizational, or cultural
perspective.
Technology: Sessions that address
technical concepts, details, and
analysis.
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TRACK A: CRM Foundations
Establishing a Vision and Strategy
The first two buildings blocks of the Gartner
Eight Building Blocks of CRM are vision
and strategy. Sounds nice, but most firms
don’t really know what that means. In
this session, we look at what a vision and
strategy for being customer-centric really
means, and how to go about setting both in
place to guide your CRM decision making.
• What is a vision and strategy for CRM,
and why is it important?
• Why is it difficult to develop a vision and
strategy?
• What should firms do going forward to
put a vision in place?
Scott Nelson

Virtual Track SI

Embrace Organizational, Cultural
and Technological Change
CRM is not about installing a piece of
software. It is about changing from a
product-centric company to a customercentric customer. As such, organizations
need to understand the non-technology
changes that are going to occur. Here
we look at the organizational and cultural
changes that organizations will have to deal
with, even as they change the technology
basis for dealing with customers.
• What role does culture play in successful
CRM?
• How do organizational issues help or
hinder CRM?
• How does a firm manage the change that
CRM brings to it?
Scott Nelson

Virtual Track PP

To the Point: Customer Analytics
2020: Moving Beyond Traditional
Metrics
The possibilities of customer analysis will
change dramatically over the next few
years as the potential of big data inﬂuences
organizational strategies and customer
expectations. This session examines the
future of customer analytics and outlines the
current best practices:
• How will advanced analysis improve
customer metrics?
• What benefits can be gained from the
use of analysis to enhance customer
experiences and relationships?

Foundational
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Advanced

• What best practices do organizations
need to put in place to be ready for big
data and the future of analysis?
Gareth Herschel

Virtual Track A

Turning Mobile Innovation Into
Business Value
This session explores the new consumerfacing business opportunities that will
emerge as today’s mobile apps and
websites evolve into advanced contextual
interactions involving multiple devices,
multichannel applications and new user
experiences, and exploit new technologies
such as Near Field Communications (NFC)
and indoor location.
• Which mobile technology and market
trends will impact customer relationships
and customer-facing applications?
• How will corporations make the most
effective use of mobility to interact with
customers?
Nick Jones

Virtual Track M

The Clash of the CRM Mega-Vendors
The CRM mega vendors may dominate
investment but they lack best of breed
capabilities in over 30 of the 120 categories
of CRM application Gartner tracks including
social and mobile. This session will help you
to compare CRM application mega-vendors
and their smaller competitors.
• How will the market for CRM applications
evolve through 2015?
• Which long-term uncertainties and cloudlimitations will have the biggest impact on
CRM application software through 2017?
• Which CRM application mega-vendors
will emerge as best for your enterprise in
2015?
Ed Thompson

Virtual Track S

The Single View of the Customer:
Fact or Fantasy?
Everyone talks about a single view of the
customer, but the reality is that they have
multiple, inconsistent silos. This session
discusses how to implement master data
management (MDM) to improve business
processes, customer experience and
insight, and how to optimize the use of big
data sources.

Tactical

Strategic

• What are the best practices for mastering
customer data across the enterprise?
• How will the MDM of customer data
market evolve in the future?
• What are the new “single view of the
customer” challenges and opportunities
around topics like “big data”?
Bill O’Kane

Virtual Track D

To the Point: How Different Could
Your Organization be in 2020?
A problem for many organizations is that
they just start to adapt to one trend (like
social) when another hits (like mobile).
It’s better to envision a future state for
an organization, and then figure out how
to get to it. Here we examine what your
organization might look like in 2020, and
how to navigate the changes.
• How to make a real change in your vision
rather than just incremental change
• What can be learned from other customer
centric industries?
• What are some of the leading
organizations thinking when they say
“customer centric”?
Scott Nelson

Virtual Track W

Workshop: Contract Negotiation
Clinic: Software as a Service
This is a small, hands-on interactive
session that will deliver a powerful
combination of Gartner insight and
peer best practices to position you
well for your next contract negotiation
or renegotiation with your SaaS
providers. We will explore hidden costs
and opportunities/risks within SaaS
agreements, and explore what can be
negotiated and how.
• What are trends in SaaS contracting?
• What are the hidden costs in SaaS
contracts, and how can you ensure
your organization avoids them?
• What are key opportunities and risks of
SaaS agreements?
Please note that this session is available to endusers only and that pre-registration is required.
Strictly limited to 30 people.

Moderator: Alexa Bona

Business

Technology

Gartner Customer Strategies & Technologies Summit 2013

TRACK B: Sales
Mobile, Social, Cloud, and Big Data
Power the Future of Sales
Sales organizations are facing a number of
simultaneous disruptive forces threatening
to make current deployments of limited use.
This presentation will explore the combined
impact of mobile, social, cloud, and big
data on SFA applications and vendors.
• How will Mobile, Social, Cloud, and
Big Data invalidate your current sales
strategies through 2016?
• How will sales organizations adapt
their applications strategy to leverage
disruptive technology forces?
• How will CRM Sales vendors evolve to
support Mobile, Social, Cloud, and Big
Data?
Patrick Stakenas

Virtual Track SI

Sales Effectiveness Analytics Helps
Optimize the Customer Facing
Selling Process
As organizations look to grow and move
from products to solutions, targeting
new buying centers in a competitive
environment, traditional sales approaches
fail to deliver. This session will outline the
vision for sales, how to move beyond
efficiency, sales analytics requirements and
best practices to drive sales effectiveness.
• Key challenges with sales and
understanding sales efficiency and
effectiveness
• The Gartner Sales Automation framework
and associated analytics requirements
• Best practices to drive sales effectiveness
Praveen Sengar

Virtual Track A

To the Point: Supercharging the
Sales Organization with Sales
Performance Management
This session examines how sales
performance management (SPM) can
help organizations to exceed revenue
and profitability goals. Executing on an
SPM strategy involves difficult changes to
company culture and the sales organization
along with the technology IT deploys.
• What business and technology drivers will
push sales organizations to execute on an
SPM strategy?

Virtual Tracks:

• How do sales organizations align
operational and analytical processes to
measure sales performance?
• What best practices can be used during
the selection and use of an SPM solution?
Patrick Stakenas

Virtual Track PP

• Which key trends that will inﬂuence where
e-commerce is going in the future?
• How will customer experience transform
B2B and B2C commerce?
• What needs to be done to prepare for the
future of e-commerce?
Gene Alvarez

Virtual Track W

Move Lead Management from Good
to Great to Maximize Revenue
Every organization invests in lead
generation, but relatively few are able to
maximize the revenue potential of those
leads. This session will discuss the best
practices, tools and technologies required
to maximize lead management ROI.
• What best practices, tools, and
technologies are needed to maximize lead
management ROI?
• How should digital marketing activities in
web, social, or email marketing align with
established marketing channels?
• How can Sales, Marketing, and IT
Management develop a shared vision and
strategy around lead management?
Patrick Stakenas

Virtual Track D

Social for Sales Day Is Coming
This session examines the realities and
myths of how social media is impacting the
sales organization. We highlight what best
practices sales organizations are employing
to get ahead of the game and explore both
the short and long term impact of social
CRM.
• Why should sales people care about
social media?
• What does social for sales look like?
• Who is actually investing in social for
sales?
Jenny Sussin

Virtual Track S

A Vision for Ecommerce — and
the Trends That Will Shape Your
Strategy
Successful companies are redefining their
e-commerce processes and platforms as
they respond to the empowered customer,
but this is simply the first wave of change.
This session identifies:

To the Point: Empowering
Sales People With Mobile Sales
Applications Anytime, Anywhere
Smartphones and tablet-powered
processes will have the most significant
impact on a salesperson’s productivity and
effectiveness since the introduction of the
cell phone. This presentation analyzes how
sales organizations can better mobilize their
salesforce.
• How will the adoption of mobile-based
platforms evolve for sales organizations
through 2016?
• How will mobility impact CRM sales
application strategy?
• What are the technology, architectural and
vendor considerations when developing a
mobile-based sales strategy?
Gene Alvarez

Virtual Track M

Workshop: Impact of Gamiﬁcation
on Sales
Companies are ﬂocking to programs to
motivate, reward and recognize through
new methods that don’t always involve
compensation. This workshop will
explore how gamification is being used
to change behavior and drive improved
results on what are often non-revenuerelated accomplishments. This workshop
is a “must do” for sales leaders and
sales operations to learn how to adopt
gamification, and deploy best practices
to increase revenue and heighten the
customer experience.
Please note that this session is available to endusers only and that pre-registration is required.
Strictly limited to 30 people.

Moderated by Patrick Stakenas

A Analytics D Data M Mobile PP People and Processes S Social SI Strategy and Innovation W Web

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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TRACK C: Marketing
Applying Pace Layers to Integrated
Marketing Management
CMOs must drive competitive differentiation
and innovation, while CIOs are focused
on standards and functional integration.
There are various applications that support
different types of marketing processes.
This presentation explores how pace
layers can be used by CMOs and CIOs
as a framework to balance the marketing
applications portfolio.
• What challenges do CMOs face today?
• What is the pace layer framework, and
how to apply it to managing marketing
applications?
• How to select technologies and vendors
for integrated marketing management
Kim Collins

Virtual Track SI

Contextual Marketing on a 2”
Screen
Mobile adoption has exploded and
marketers have increased opportunities
to meaningfully engage with customers.
Marketers will need the specific context
of mobile devices to craft creative and
engaging digital marketing experiences.
This presentation will focus on best
practices and emerging applications
marketers can use for developing their
mobile marketing strategy.
• Why should marketers focus on a mobile
marketing strategy?
• What are the best practices for mobile
marketing?
• What does the technology landscape look
like for mobile marketing?
Adam Sarner

Virtual Track M

To the Point: The Future of
Marketing is Data-Driven
Big data is fundamentally changing the
nature of marketing. This session presents
the Gartner model of the four practices
comprising data-driven marketing (DDM),
and key drivers and impediments to
adoption. Learn how data can make
marketing more effective and accountable,
and how IT and business can align to
resolve issues of privacy and scale.
• How can organizations use data to inform
marketing strategy?

Foundational
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Advanced

• How can data be used to drive operations
and accountability?
• How is the DDM ecosystem evolving, and
how can enterprises best engage?
Kim Collins

Virtual Track D

Multi-Channel Campaign
Management: A Digital
Transformation
Marketers are shifting traditional marketing
strategies and moving toward digital
marketing, a two-way approach that
involves and anticipates both B2B and
B2C customers’ wants and needs. This
session focuses on a digital approach,
including social, mobile and the “Internet
of Things” using campaign management
to orchestrate the complexity of customer
interactions.
• What are the drivers fuelling campaign
management?
• How will digital marketing reinforce
campaign management?
• How will vendors evolve to support
campaign management orchestration?
Adam Sarner

Virtual Track PP

Optimizing Marketing Performance
The marketing mix continues to expand,
but marketing budgets remain tight. Highperformance B2B and B2C marketing
organizations will have to decrease
marketing costs while driving top-line
growth. This presentation provides
guidance on how to increase return on
marketing investment (ROMI).
• How do you improve the top line and
drive increased revenue from marketing?
• How do you manage the bottom line
for marketing and decrease marketing
program costs?
• How do you manage marketing
performance and calculate ROMI?
Kim Collins

Virtual Track A

What’s Next for Social Marketing?
Social marketing is a business strategy
that mutually benefits digital communities
by ceding levels of control and fostering
engagement, while generating opportunities
for marketing and the rest of the

Tactical

Strategic

organization. This presentation focuses
on the drivers, the multiple use cases and
technology for social marketing.
• What is social CRM and what are
the drivers for the customer and for
marketers?
• What are the developing use cases for
social marketing?
• How will vendors evolve to support social
marketing?
Adam Sarner

Virtual Track S

To the Point: Web Analytics: Its
Expanding Scope and Signiﬁcance
The Web analytics ecosystem is expanding
beyond simple site analysis to address
social and mobile channels, measure
campaign attribution and define customer
segments. This session examines new
techniques, solutions and ways to hire and
organize a digital analytics team for better
effectiveness.
• Why is analytics an important part of
digital marketing?
• How is the web analytics market evolving
to meet new requirements?
• What are the best practices for building
an effective web analytics team?
Gareth Herschel

Virtual Track W

Workshop: Catharsis, Compromise
and Collaboration: Bridging the
Divide Between Marketing and IT
Marketing and IT are often at odds with
each other when it comes to leveraging
technology to support marketing.
Through interactive discussion and
workgroups, this workshop will explore
the challenges each group faces when
working with the other, how they can
better compromise and what strategies
and tactics will enable them to better
collaborate. This workshop is a must
attend for attendees in both marketing
and IT looking to work together more
effectively.
Please note that this session is available to endusers only and that pre-registration is required.
Strictly limited to 30 people.

Moderated by Kim Collins

Business

Technology
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TRACK D: Customer Service
The Next Generation of Customer
Engagement

• What does a business case for mobile
customer service look like?

The shift to social media channels is proving
a disruptive force for Directors of Customer
Support. Cloud-based applications and
supporting the mobile customer makes
co-operation with IT vital. This session
looks at transformational customer
support processes, presenting the top
CRM customer support applications for a
customer-centric enterprise:
• What trends will disrupt the way business
delivers customer service?
• How will customer service organizations
prioritize CRM projects?
• Which cloud-based technologies will drive
best-in-class customer service?

Johan Jacobs

Michael Maoz

Virtual Track SI

Move Over Web, Here Comes Video
Customer Service
With the increasing power of cameras and the
greater availability of bandwidth, companies
are getting into the business of enabling more
video-type services, not only for Web-linked
devices but also for the mobile phone. This
session describes how to augment existing
Web-based services with video.
• What types of video-based services are
available and in demand?
• Where and how will video be able to
enhance and complement existing Web
customer services approaches?
• What are the best practices when
planning video customer services?
Johan Jacobs

Virtual Track W

To the Point: Is Mobile Customer
Service Right For You?
Mobile is no longer an adjective to describe
only cellular handsets and networks,
but is evolving into a customer service
differentiator. The mobile customer service
market remains confused and complex as
organizations struggle to cope with large
numbers of new devices, services and
applications.
• Which mobile trends will impact customer
relationships and customer-facing
applications?
• How will organizations use mobile
technology, services and tools to interact
with customers?

Virtual Tracks:

Virtual Track M

Getting it Done: Social Customer
Service In Action
This session discusses how to maximize
the potential of social customer service by
moving from the identification of business
objectives to the creation of tactics. We
examine the best practices that Gartner
has seen in social customer service that are
intimate, efficient and realistically scalable.
• What makes social customer service
unique?
• What business objectives are actually being
met through social customer service?
• How can we practically achieve social
customer service objectives?
Jenny Sussin

Virtual Track S

What’s the Big Deal with Big Data
for Customer Service?
The growing volume, variety and velocity
of data will change customer expectations
about the role of customer service and
the way organizations deliver service. This
session examines the transformation that
big data will enable for customer service
organizations, giving examples of the
organizations, skills and technologies that
will deliver success.
• What does big data mean for customer
service organizations?
• What does a big data-enabled customer
support organization look like?
• How to manage the transition to the
customer service center of the future?
Gareth Herschel and Michael Maoz

Virtual Track D

Customer Service Metrics: What,
Why and How
The automation of customer service has
allowed organizations to track almost every
aspect of the customer experience, but
the focus on reducing the cost to serve
customers has meant that most analysis
focuses on only a few metrics. This
session will discuss the relative value of
different customer service metrics and how
organizations are collecting and using them.

• What are the key customer service
metrics organizations should be tracking
and why?
• What are best practices for collecting and
using customer service metrics?
Gareth Herschel

Virtual Track A

To the Point: Optimizing the Contact
Center Workforce: The Key Service
Experience Inﬂuencers
For many organizations, success or
failure lies in the hands of their leastmotivated, lowest-paid and most-likelyto-defect segment of employees — the
agent. By optimizing the agent life cycle
— recruitment, scheduling, evaluation
and training — service organizations can
improve their performance and elevate the
customer experience.
• What is contact center WFO and why is it
important?
• How can best practices be applied to
the agent life cycle — recruit, schedule,
evaluate, train?
• Which vendors can help, and how do they
align to CRM?
Jim Davies

Virtual Track PP

Workshop: Why Are Customers Not
Using Your Online Self Services?
Many organizations invested huge
resources in building out self service
websites but wonder why customers are
not using it. This workshop will explain
why customers are not using your self
service solutions, expose the missing link
of what you should fix and give you the
tools to measure the Customer ServiceAbility of your self service websites.
Participants will discuss:
• Why are customers not using your Web
Self Service solutions?
• What does “In-Channel Support”
mean?
• How to evaluate your web for Customer
Service-Ability?
Please note that this session is available to endusers only and that pre-registration is required.
Strictly limited to 30 people.

Moderated by Johan Jacobs

A Analytics D Data M Mobile PP People and Processes S Social SI Strategy and Innovation W Web

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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TRACK E: Customer Experience
Customer Experience is the Next
Competitive Frontier
At leading enterprises, a relentless focus
on the customer and delivery of satisfying
customer experiences is generating
remarkable customer loyalty, revenue
growth and increased valuations. Deriving
these benefits requires a customer-centric
approach that focuses on a customer
experience (CX) value chain. This session
discusses:
• What is a customer experience, and how
is its improvement measured?
• Which projects will deliver the most
positive customer experiences?
• Which technologies are best for helping to
improve the customer experience?
Partha Iyengar and Ed Thompson

Virtual Track SI

Best Practices for Negotiating with
Microsoft, Oracle, Salesforce.com
and SAP
Four companies dominate the world of
IT CRM software, and the challenges of
negotiating pricing and contracts with them
are formidable. This presentation addresses
the challenges of negotiating with the big
four and advises on how to orchestrate a
successful contract.
• What are key trends that affect software
licensing and pricing?
• What are the key areas of leverage with,
Microsoft, Oracle, Salesforce.com and
SAP?
• What are the key terms and conditions
to negotiate with Microsoft, Oracle,
Salesforce.com, and SAP?
Alexa Bona

Virtual Track D

To the Point: Top 10 Mistakes
in User Experience (UX) Design
Projects
Every UX project experiences mistakes.
Some mistakes are small, narrow-scope,
surmountable annoyances. Others can
prove fatal to the success of the project.
For example, choosing a promising-butimmature technology may be a mistake,
but the real error is to make the selection
decision at the start of the project, before
the requirements are known.

Foundational
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Advanced

• What are the top 10 mistakes in UX
projects, and why are they wrong?
• What are best practices for managing risk
in UX projects?
• How can these best practices be applied
to enterprise settings?
Gene Alvarez

Virtual Track W

Partha Iyengar

Voice of the Customer: Speech is
the Voice of the Heart
Customer feedback varies from the
completion of a corporate survey to a
throw-away comment on Twitter. Each has
merit. The ability to collect, analyze and
act upon these diverse feedback channels
in a holistic way is a key challenge for
organizations that are aiming to improve the
customer experience.
• What is voice of the customer (VoC) and
where to start?
• How can organizations best leverage
the direct, indirect and inferred customer
voices?
• Which vendors will best help collect,
analyze and act on the VoC?
Jim Davies

Virtual Track A

Virtual Track PP

To the Point: Real Use of Social to
Improve the Customer Experience
The use of social media to improve the
customer experience has evolved rapidly
over the last four years. Some organizations
treat social as a channel; others as a
completely new business model. This
session looks at some of the real successes
and what can be learned from them.
• What did the social media space look like
in 2007 and what will it look like in 2017?
• Who has made a serious investment in
using social to improve the customer
experience?
• What technologies can help support
the social component of your customer
experience strategy?
Jenny Sussin

Why Do My Customers Hate
My App?
Every app store is a social network and
the success of apps depends on how
others rate them. This session examines
what makes people love or hate apps, and
what organizations should do to get better
ratings.
• What mobile app behaviors do customers
love or hate?
• How should organizations design mobile
apps to maximize customer satisfaction?
Nick Jones

Virtual Track M

Creating a Customer Experience
Centric Organization and Skill Set
This presentation discusses the strategy,
organization and key skills needed to
achieve customer experience excellence.
Key amongst these are the skills needed to
define and deploy a customer experience
value chain to replace the traditional Michael

Tactical

Porter-defined “functional value chain” that
most enterprises have today.
• How are organizations creating a strategy
for improving the customer experience?
• Who leads a customer experience
initiative?
• What does the organizational structure
look like?

Strategic

Virtual Track S

Workshop: Assessing the
Customer Experience Maturity of
Your Organization
Companies are ﬂocking to programs to
motivate, reward and recognize through
new methods that don’t always involve
compensation. This workshop will
explore how gamification is being used
to change behavior and drive improved
results on what are often non-revenuerelated accomplishments. This workshop
is a “must do” for sales leaders and
sales operations to learn how to adopt
gamification, and deploy best practices
to increase revenue and heighten the
customer experience.
Please note that this session is available to endusers only and that pre-registration is required.
Strictly limited to 30 people.

Moderated by Partha Iyengar

Business

Technology
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MAXIMIZE YOUR SUMMIT EXPERIENCE
End User Case Study Sessions
Hear real hands-on “this is how we made it happen”
insight, from international organizations whose senior
executives are working on the best and most successful
CRM initiatives in Europe. The latest case study
information will be added to the agenda as it is confirmed
at gartner.com/eu/crm

Powerful tools to navigate manage
and decide
To get the most out of your Summit experience,
we’ve created a range of tools to help you
manage your goals and objectives of attending.
Access and manage your conference agenda, when
and where you need to — Agenda Builder & Gartner
Events Navigator Mobile App

Agenda Builder:
Customize and Manage Your
Conference Experience

Meet One-on-One with a
Gartner analyst
Private 30-minute consultations with a Gartner analyst
provide targeted, personalized advice to help
you plan proactively and invest wisely
(preregistration required).

Time is a critical resource. And managing it well throughout
the event makes a huge difference. So it makes sense
to schedule and organize all your sessions and activities
with Agenda Builder — your online conference organizer.
Use it to create and customize your very own conference
curriculum, in synch with your needs and interests. Agenda
Builder gives you the ability to organize your time at the
conference around these essential criteria:
• Date and time
• Track
• Analyst/Speaker profiles
• Session Descriptions
• Session Types
• Key Initiatives
• Vertical Industries
Plus, you can access your agenda on the go via
ab.gartner.com/crm

Gartner Events Navigator
Mobile App
Event Approval Tools
For use pre-event, on-site and post-event, our Event
Approval Tools make it easy to demonstrate the
substantial value of your Gartner event experience to
your manager. They include a customizable letter, costbenefit analysis, top reasons to attend and more.

Manage your agenda anytime, anywhere with
Gartner Events Navigator
• Get up-to-the-minute event updates
• Integrate social media into your event experience
• Access session documents and add your notes
• Available for iPhone, iPad and Android

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm for details.
Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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SOLUTION SHOWCASE

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Develop a shortlist of technology providers who can meet your
particular needs. We offer you exclusive access to some of the
world’s leading technology and service solution providers in a
variety of settings.
PREMIER SPONSOR

PLATINUM SPONSORS

As market leader in enterprise application software,
SAP helps companies of all sizes and industries run
better. From back office to boardroom, warehouse to
storefront, desktop to mobile device — SAP empowers
people and organizations to work together more
efficiently and use business insight more effectively to
stay ahead of the competition. SAP applications and
services enable more than 197,000 customers
(includes customers from the acquisition of
SuccessFactors) to operate profitably, adapt
continuously, and grow sustainably.
www.sap.com

NICE Systems is the worldwide leader of intent-based
solutions that capture and analyze interactions and
transactions, realize intent, and extract and leverage
insights to deliver impact in real time. NICE solutions
enable organisations to improve business
performance, increase operational efficiency, prevent
financial crime, ensure compliance, and enhance
safety and security.
www.nice.com

For further information about
sponsoring this event:
+44 1784 267456
european.exhibits@gartner.com

HP collaborates with enterprises to deliver high-value
solutions that create a competitive edge and enhance
the customer experience. We help businesses simplify
and embrace the extraordinary set of disruptive
technologies they face today — cloud, mobility,
analytics and social — with innovative solutions to
turns the promise of CRM into real opportunity.
www.hp.com

SILVER SPONSORS

Avanade provides global business technology solutions
and managed services that connect insight, innovation
and expertise in Microsoft® technologies to help
customers realize results.
www.avanade.com

CallidusCloud enables organisations to drive
performance and productivity across their business
with our hiring, learning, marketing and selling clouds.
www.calliduscloud.com

Cameleon Software is the global leader in multichannel,
multi-device product configurator, quotes, proposals
and eCommerce software. Sell more, faster and from
anywhere with Cameleon CPQ!
www.cameleon-software.com

Infor is a provider of business software, helping 70,000
customers improve operations and drive growth offering
deep industry-specific applications, using groundbreaking technology that delivers a rich user experience.
www.infor.com

KANA, a global leader in customer service solutions.
Providing integrated multi-channel customer journeys
across contact centre agent, web, social and mobile.
www.kana.com

Neolane provides the only conversational marketing
technology that empowers organisations to build and
sustain lifetime one-to-one dialogues, to increase
revenue and marketing efficiency.
www.neolane.com

QuestBack enables organisations to gain insights from
customer and employee experiences, through leading
feedback and dialogue solutions. QuestBack services
35% of all brands on the Forbes 100 global list.
www.questback.com

Verint® is a global leader in Actionable Intelligence®
solutions and services. Over 10,000 organizations in
150 countries use our solutions to improve enterprise
performance.
www.verint.com
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About Gartner
Gartner is the world’s leading information
technology research and advisory
company. We deliver to our clients the
technology-related insight and intelligence
necessary to make the right decisions,
every day. Our independent and unbiased
analysis is based on proven methodologies
that push through market hype to get
to the facts. Our pivotal advantage: 890
analysts delivering independent thinking
and actionable guidance to clients in
12,400 distinct organizations worldwide
— the majority from the Fortune 1000 and
Global 500.
Experts in their chosen field, our analysts
are constantly focused on what will make
the difference between success and
failure in our clients’ businesses. This
extensive body of knowledge, insight and
expertise informs all of our 60+ events
around the world. You simply won’t find
this unique quality of content at any other
IT conference. Why? Because no one
understands the impact of technology on
global business like we do.

Gartner Customer Strategies & Technologies Summit 2013

REGISTRATION
3 easy ways to register
Web: gartner.com/eu/crm
Email: emea.registration@gartner.com

EARLY-BIRD SAVINGS

Phone: +44 20 8879 2430

Save €300 when you register
by 5 April 2013.

Pricing
Early-Bird Price: €2,025 + UK VAT (offer ends 5 April 2013)

Early-Bird price: €2,025 + VAT

Standard Price: €2,325 + UK VAT
Public Sector Price: €1,800 + UK VAT
Gartner event tickets
We accept one Gartner summit ticket or one Gartner Catalyst ticket for
payment. If you are a client with questions about tickets, please contact your
Account Manager or email emea.events@gartner.com.

ThE TEAm ATTENdANCE EFFECT:
LEvERAGE mORE vALuE ACROSS YOuR ORGANIZATION
Knowledge creates the capacity for effective
action. Imagine the impact on your organization
when knowledge multiplies: common vision, faster
responses, smarter decisions. That’s the Gartner
Team Attendance effect. You’ll realize it in full when
you attend a Gartner event as a group. Maximize
learning by participating together in relevant sessions.
Split up to cover more ground, sharing your session
take-aways later. Leverage the expertise of a Gartner
analyst in a private group meeting.

Complimentary Registrations
• 1 complimentary registration reward with
3 paid registrations

Team Beneﬁts
• Team meeting with a Gartner analyst (End-Users only)

To register a team please email
emea.teamsend@gartner.com or
contact your Gartner
Account Manager.

• Role-based agendas
• On-site team contact: Work with a single point of
contact for on-site team deliverables

• 2 complimentary registration rewards with
5 paid registrations
• 3 complimentary registration rewards with
7 paid registrations
For team beneﬁts and the full terms and conditions
please refer to gartner.com/eu/crm

• Complimentary registrations

MEDIA PARTNERS

Visit gartner.com/eu/crm or call +44 20 8879 2430
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Return address
Gartner, PO Box 754, North Shields
NE29 1EJ, United Kingdom
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What’s New in 2013
• Take a more futuristic view of how CRM technologies will impact
your Sales, Marketing and Customer Service initiatives — both from
a B2B and B2C perspective
• Explore how effective CRM programs can reduce costs and
increase profitability in an uncertain economy
• Understand how the customer experience is becoming the next
competitive frontier and identify the projects that will deliver the
most positive customer experience

Your Event Reminders
• Register by 5 April 2013 for early-bird savings!
• Build your own agenda online now
• Book a 30 minute One-on-One with your preferred
Gartner analyst

• Understand how the “nexus of technologies” — Social, Mobile, Data
and Cloud — bring new challenges and new opportunities for CRM
• Get practical tips on how to negotiate your next software contracts
with the CRM mega-vendors
• Get practical advice and best practices from the most successful
CRM projects in Europe — The Gartner and 1to1 Media CRM
Excellence Awards winners

• Join our online communities:

#GartnerCRM

facebook.com	Gartner
CRM Xchange

3 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Web: gartner.com/eu/crm

Email: emea.registration@gartner.com

Phone: +44 20 8879 2430

